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Jacques Burillier joins NTi Audio

The addition of Jacques Burillier as the International Business Development Manager

of NTi Audio marks a milestone in the NTi Audio Journey and will shortly propel the

NTi Audio group into the first league of Noise and Vibration solutions providers. “NTi

Audio is very proud for having been able to attract Jacques Burillier as he is a highly-

reputed expert in the Noise market with an extensive competitive know-how and an

excellent network around the globe” says Philipp Schwizer, CEO of the NTi Audio

group.

Jacques Burillier will support NTi Audio on their journey to becoming one of the

global solutions providers for Noise and Vibration measurements. “It was the spirit
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of the dynamic and knowledgeable team of passionate people, their focus and the

product range that convinced me to join NTi Audio“, comments Jacques Burillier.

The goal at NTi Audio is to offer to our customers the best solutions for the

environmental noise assessment market, the building acoustic market and the noise

and vibration monitoring markets.

Their solutions are smart, accurate, reliable, and designed to help you to minimize

the measurement time in the field, and shorten the data post processing time. In

other words, to make the expert consultant’s job quick and easy.

After 10 years as an acoustic consultant at AIF (former name of the French entity of

Dekra Inspection company), Jacques joined a well-known French company as area

sales manager, promoting the product catalogue of sound level meter and

dosimeter for Environmental, building acoustic and health & safety markets.

For 23 years, as area sales manager, monitoring business developer and worldwide

sales director, Jacques has always been committed to customers satisfaction and

has been lucky to be involved in some prestigious projects, such as the noise and

vibration monitoring of the Louvre Museum during the rehabilitation of the Visconti

court, and the noise and vibration monitoring of the Radio France building

restoration (national radio broadcaster).

Jacques Burillier always likes to discuss with customers, to better understand their

needs and try to offer them a little more in quality and service. It has been the

starting point for developing noise and vibration monitoring solutions for

construction site.

www.nti-audio.com
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